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ATTENTION! FIRST OF ALL, 
MAKE SURE TO READ THE WARNINGS!
“MMM is not a bank, has no central account, does not collect your MONEY; MMM is not an online business, an 

investment, or a sales program. It is neither a company nor an enterprise. There is no boss, no owner, no office 

space, no formal organization, no legal entity, no business, no investment or no other activities of any form. 

MMM is a community where people help each other. Here, people provide help free of charge, and are 

absolutely conscious to remit to each other directly, from one account to another, for direct currency exchange; 

all funds are circulated among participants; no intermediary or intermediate link can touch the money. Only 

millions of common participants remit for providing help through personal account. Only with goodwill, one 

person provides help to another person in need of help, absolutely free of charge. Today you help others, and 

tomorrow others will help you. Just no more!” 

REVOLUTION entails great changes in the way that something is done or made. It involves new or innovative; 

outside or beyond established procedure, principles of the previous MMM. The ideology of our great mentor 

Sergie Mavrodi is the footprint of layers we navigate to revolute from the old order and make new changes for a 

better and sustainable system of MMM ideology. Thus, MMM Revolution(M3-Revolution) is the new order of 

the day. Welcome to the world of M3-Revolution.

www.mmmrevolution.org



is the world's largest community of mutual aid and 

donation exchange. MMM REVOLUTION(M3 REVOLUTION) 

is with intention to unites millions of people from Europe, 

Asia, Africa and America as all continents of the world. In 

order to reach the current level and achieve this goal, the 

Community had to travel a long way of development and 

improvement, associated with difficulties based on the 

experience we had in the past and templates inherited from 

Sergey Mavrodi.

M3-Revoliution is an evolving living organism. The past 

experience is analysed and conclusions are made on its base - 

because of this the mechanism of the Community is 

constantly improving and becoming more sophisticated. And 

now we would like to introduce you the history of the 

evolution of 

MMM REVOLUTION (M3-REVOLUTION) 

www.mmmrevolution.org



MMM-Revolution is a community where common people help each 

other. It is a global mutual aid fund. Participants provide financial 

assistant to each other on the principle of free charge, selflessness, 

mutual benefit and mercy. In M3- Revolution system, you do not need 

to sign a contract or mortgage properties and there is no creditor or 

obligor, everything is simple: One participant asks for help, while 

another one capable provides help. The only requirement of MMM for 

participants is honest and kind to each other. When you need financial 

assistance, you applies for help; when you are able to provide help, 

you do. In transactions, participants use dollar-anchored 

cryptocurrency known as USDT and other popular cryptocurrencies 

like TRX and BNB. Also, and the use of local currencies for local 

participation by paricipants from Nigeria through NGN,Ghana 

through GHS, South Africa through ZAR, Indonesia through IDR,Brazil 

through BRLNGN,GHS,ZAR,IDR,BRL and IDR are all acceptable 

currencies in participation in M3-REVOLUTION. This is the best 

method for participants of different countries to make smooth 

operation

THE INNOVATION OF 
MMM REVOLUTION
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Now, let’s see an example. If you want to provide the help of $ 100 to another community 

member in need, there are two big buttons on the home pae: “Provide help” and “Get help”, 

and please click “Provide help” to input the help amount to generate an order. MMM system 

would match a community participant in need of help; you transfer to the participant by 

paying the help amount. Just in this way, you can finish the whole process of providing help. 

In your “User Center”, you will get the reward of 100 Mavro and the reward would grow 

immediately! Your Mavro will grow at 1% per day, up to 30% monthly; just in a month, the 

initial 100 Mavro will grow into 130 Mavro. It is however possible for participant to make extra 

20% with the 30% reward on their principal amount by simply getting imvolved in WEBTASK 

which is designed as means of promotion and growth of the system at large. The WebTask 

Bonus is received by the participant on each day of WebTask. It is accured to 0.67% daily and 

close of it in total to 20% monthly. Reward of 30% on principal amount with withdrawable 

bonus on Webtask gives you 50% monthly without recommitment or any condition attached.

However, this does not need to wait a month; by the 28tth day, you may apply for getting 

help from others; just by clicking “Get help” on the home page of MMM system, you would 

get financial assistance from other participants in the world. Just like you did, they transfer 

the money to you; just in this way, you turn your Mavro of MMM system into the fund needed 

for your daily life. The operation is  simple and you will be clear just after one use. This model 

allows each participant to cast off the slaved money-making life!

HOW DOES MMM 
REVOLUTION WORKS?
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>Activation Mavro: Activation Mavro is the type of mavro that is used to activate a PH in M3-Revolution. This is 10% of the amount intended 

to PH.The Activation Mavro could be purchased from the system, guiders or any members of the community. Note that Activation Mavro of 

usdt/bnb/trx/ngn, zar, idr, brl/ghs can be transferred to Activation Mavro based on the request of the participant.

> Orders Types : PH are matched in three stages which are : 10%(Activation Order) - 40% (Second Order) – 50% ( Last Merging).

1) 10% Activation order will come instantly, this could be paid with Activation mavro of the currency you are participating with. At the 

 confirmation of Activation order, a participant is entitled to optional withdrawal of 20% of fund as of 10% Activation payment with 

 another 10% out of the total 150% of capital, reward with a webtask bonus a participant is entitled to. Example: Biden made a payment of 

 $10 for Activation on PH of $100, he can withdraw $20 out of the total expected $150 which comprises of $100(Capital)+ 

 $30(Reward)+$20(Webtask bonus).

2)  40% (Second Order): This could be paid with the currency you are participating with, if it is of USDT/BNB/TRX or any of the local currency. 

 At the confirmation of 40% order, the participant is entitled to optional withdrawal of 80% of the fund as of 40% payment with another 

 40% out of the total 150% of capital, rewarded with webtask bonus a participant is entitled to. Example: Biden made a payment of $40 for 

 on PH of $100, he can withdrawal $80 out of the total expected $150 which comprises of $100(Capital)+ $30(Reward)+$20(Webtask 

 bonus). This withdrawal is however optional as a participant can decide to wait for the total withdrawal at  the payment of the last order 

 of 50%. 

GENERAL SYSTEM RULES FOR MMM REVOLUTION
(M3-REVOLUTION) OPERATION
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3)  50%(Last Merging) : This could be paid with currency you are participating with, if it is of USDT/BNB/TRX or any of the local currency. At 

 the confirmation of 50% order, participant is entitled to optional withdrawal the balance of 150% of capital, reward and webtask bonus , 

 that in the happenstance of no initial withdrawal after 10% and 40% order were paid. In instance of previous withdrawal, only the balance 

 of 150% would be withdrawable. Example: Biden made payment of total $100(10+40+50) on PH of $100, he can withdrawal expected 

 total $150 which comprises of $100(Capital)+ $30(Reward)+$20(Webtask bonus). Note that this is in circumstance of no previous 

 withdrawal while 10% and 40% were paid but in instance of past withdrawal, only the balance out of 150% will be withdrawable.

www.mmmrevolution.org

1% Mavro growth 

every day, 

which will gives 

30% in 30 days.

3% registration 

bonus

There is 28days of 

released date for Mavro 

reward and Capital which 

could be GH based on 

interest of the participant.

To Get Help(GH), 

participants can make GH 

without mandatory 

Recommitment.

 DIRECT REFERRAL BONUS: 

Whenever you refer to a participant, 

you will get a 10% referral 

bonus on the PH amount.

GUIDER BONUS: 

Guider Bonus is on these percentage from 1st Generation 

to 100 generation through percentage of 5%, 3%, 1%, 

0.5%, 0.25%, 0.12% . And to be qualified as a guider, 

you have to referral atleast 20 direct downlines with 

20active PH. While we introduced the starts of M3-REVOLUTION 

GUIDERS SCHOOL which starts of almost immediately. 



It is of note that the importance of participation in any system is of sustainability and based on the blueprint inherited from Sergie Mavrodi, we 

have this as means through which our system will be well sustainable as there will be all hands on deck for sustainability without undermining 

the hardwork of guiders and commitment of participants. Any system is successful system is key into through collective effort and flexible rules 

that guides it. As this in MMM Revolution(M3-revolution), every account is with limit to withdraw up to 2 times the PH done by the participant 

i.e. he can withdraw from that account only up to 200% at a go. Note that there is no Re Commitment system as participants are with liberty of 

participation.

Each account is with limit of 200% possible withdrawal at a go while the 200% will include the referral bonus, guider bonus and capital. For 

example : Biden is a participant in MMM Revolution and he makes PH of $1000 while he referred people and has in total of $3000 as bonus, he 

can make total withdrawal of $2000 which include his bonus and capital at a go which means 200% of amount PH. The amount left is $2000, 

immediately after Biden can make PH again of amount of $1000 and at payment of Activation, he can again withdrawal another 200%. This 

indicates each account is set with 200% limit. Also example: PH $100= GH $200(including bonus) after you PH again $100 =GH $200.For every 

PH, you can GH 200% from the system out of which referral bonus is and guider bonus. After you are done with the 200% circle,you PH again 

and pay only 10% Activation and you get another 200%.

However, this should be noted that a participant without bonus can withdrawal 100% of the capital with reward of 30% and 20% reward of 

webbonus without any recommitment. But this does not mean that the participant's bonus or other things will be lost. The rules here are only 

that the participant whether he does only his own PH or develops the team with his own PH but can withdraw only up to 200% from one 

account which will include all types of bonus (referral or guide). This rule has been created so that this system can run more than all the systems 

so far and our last participant can benefit from it.

INNOVATIVE CHANGE ON WITHDRAWAL OF GUIDER 
BONUS & REFERRAL BONUS:
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WEB TASK BONUS: Task Bonus has been an innovation 

that is also known as WEBTASK . This gives you extra 20% 

reward with the normal 30% of your PH at the rate of 

0.67% per day without growth. We are starting 

promotional daily task for all members as this task would 

be simple ones that will only task few minutes of to be 

accomplished on social media and other means. Note 

that at the end of doing the daily task, each participant is 

entitled to 0.67% daily and that gives you 20% in 30days 

without growth, while adding that to the 30% reward on 

PH, you get 50% monthly. Note that the Task doesn’t 

affect the normal 30% reward on every PH and the extra 

10% is for every member that do promotional task 

everyday for the growth of their structure and the 

community at large.

Testimonials Bonus : Testimonial bonus gives you 2% 

testimonials bonus without video while you get 3% of the 

GH amount while a video is as testimony.

www.mmmrevolution.org



4) INDONESIA(IDR) : Minimum amount of PH in Indonesia is 

 100000INR. Minimum amount that could be GH is 50000INR 

 .Maximum PH in Indonesia is 10,000,000INR while Maximum GH 

 amount in Indonesia is unlimited. In multiple of 5000INR

5) NIGERIA(NGN) : Minimum amount of PH in Nigeria is 

 3000NGN.Minimum amount that could be GH is 1000NGN 

 .Maximum PH in Nigeria is 3000000NGN while Maximum GH 

 amount in Nigeria is unlimited. Multiple of 1000NGN

6) SOUTH AFRICA(ZAR) : Minimum amount of PH in South Africa is 

 100ZAR .The minimum amount that could be GH is 100zar 

 .Maximum PH in South Africa is 50000ZAR while Maximum GH 

 amount in South Africa is unlimited. Multiple of 10zar

7) KENYA(KES) : Minimum amount of PH in Kenya is 700KES while the 

 minimum amount that could be GH is 500KES .Maximum PH in 

 Kenya is 70000BDT while Maximum GH amount in Kenya is 

 unlimited. In multiple of 100KES

6) GHANA(GHS): Minimum amount of PH in Ghana is 30GHS while the 

 minimum amount that could be GH is 20GHS.Maximum PH in 

 Ghana is 3500GHS while Maximum GH amount in Ghana is 

 unlimited. In muiltiple of 5GHS

PROVIDE HELP(PH) & GET HELP(GH) LIMIT :

1) USDT : Minimum amount of PH in China is 10USDT .Maximum 

 PH in USDT is 1000USDT while Maximum GH amount in 

 USDT is unlimited while minimum GH is 5usdt . Multiple 

 of 10usdt

2)TRX :  Minimum amount of PH in Trx is 100Trx. In multiple of   

 100Trx. Maximum PH is is 10000Trx. Minimum GH is 

 10Trx while maxium is unlimited.In multiple  of 5Trx

3)BNB:  Minimum amount of PH in BNB is 0.1BNB . In multiple of 

 0.05BNB. Maximum PH is 5BNB. Minimum GH is 

 0.01BNB while maxium is unlimited.In multiple of 

 0.05BNB
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GENERAL SYSTEM RULES 
FOR MMM REVOLUTION 
(M3-REVOLUTION)
IN CURRENCIES



FAQ:

1)  Who is the founder of MMM REVOLUTION(M3-REVOLUTION)?

Answer : Lt. Sergey Mavrodi and the system is being managed by the  

 Core administrators that worked with him to keep on his legacy.

2) Is MMM REVOLUTION only restricted to some countries:

Answer : No. MMM REVOLUTION(M3-REVOLUTION) is for all and 

 can be participated in by all countries of the world through the 

 use of Bitcoin, Eth and Digital Mavro.

3) Can this system ever goes off?

Answer: No. As the demand and supply of the system PH and GH are being 

controlled by the system administrators automatically through the 

function of API.

5)  Is there testimonials from people on receiving GH and PH? 

Answer: YES. 

www.mmmrevolution.org



Kindly click on this link to read and watch the testimonials from

members of the community http://www.mmmrevolution.org

Testrimonials

Welcome to join MMM's great ideological emancipation movement 

and financial revolution!

Let's hand in hand to change the world! Destroy the world's unequal financial 

order, break the old world and build a new world!

http://www.mmmrevolution.org

Facebook

https://www.facebook.com/M3-Revolution-110241614776838

Instagram

https://www.instagram.com/mmmrevolution/

Twitter

https://twitter.com/mmm_revolution1

YouTube

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC9rY-vEWbFoXD31z2Yan7Kw

Telegram

https://telegram.me/mmrevolution

Together we change the world!

MMM REVOLUTION(M3-REVOLUTION) ADMINISTRATION TEAM 

www.mmmrevolution.org


